
 
  

OUR PROJECT-THE PORT GROCERY 

 

In February 2016 we were offered donated food from M&S. It was part of their corporate plan A, 

no plan B. This plan was to minimise food going to landfill and offering it local charities instead. 

With this offer we decided to run a 5 week pilot to see how the offer of free food was received by 

the community. One of our local Churches, Trinity Methodist Church, didn’t open on a Wednesday 

and they very kindly allowed us to use the Church as our venue. We called it Wednesday Welcome 

and offered a hot meal and tea, coffee and cakes. We happily went along with this for the 5 weeks 

and on the last Wednesday we told our guests that this would be the last day. There was so much 

activity on social media about not continuing and this went on until after 11 o’clock at night. The 

following day people came to the Church to ask why we would stop this great event. We were 

overwhelmed with the demand to keep it going that we said we would and 18 months on we can’t 

see it ever coming to an end.  

Word of mouth has spread throughout the local stores and we now collect from, M&S, Tesco, 

Bookers, Makro, Waitrose, KFC, and Nandos. We are also members of FareShare. We collect 7 

mornings, 7 tea times and 7 evenings. Over 120 hours of collections a week. We have raised the 

funds for two refrigerated vans and without them we would not be able to do this. We are 

diverting roughly 3-4 tons of perfectly good food per week from landfill. 

With this abundance of food we asked our community what should we do with it and they 

unanimously asked for a community shop. We started researching who was doing what. We went 

to Leeds, Manchester, Liverpool and Stockport. After much thought and planning we came up 

with the concept of The Port Grocery. We formed a CIC we have 12 partner organisations 

involved. We are always looking for Directors for the board from organisations that have an 

interest in offering the support that comes from this project to their client group. 

Balancing supply and demand is a challenge. If we have too much supply we give fuller food bags 

and it gives us the confidence to increase membership. The demand is always there. At present 

we have 300 members and a waiting list of about 40. 

Anyone can join regardless of status. The people who need the most help are the hardest to reach 

and don’t engage. They slip in and out of taking the help they need until the next crisis happens. 

When our members see people from different walks of life all shopping together they feel they 

are not being singled out as in need or poor. The old, ”Oh I see I’m on benefits, I’m poor, so I need 

charity”. They all play a part in how the community shop is run. They all have an opinion that 

counts. We have a steering committee made up of the members of our food club. In addition one 

of our major goals is to fight the war on food waste. To be passionate about this has no bearing on 

your financial situation. 

With regard to mental health we have three professional counsellors on site and offer eighteen, 

40 minute sessions per week. The maximum waiting time to work with one of the counsellors 

would be 6 weeks and would be if everyone attended and started at the same time. In reality the 



wait for sessions is about two weeks. We have 6 sessions on a Tuesday and 12 sessions on a 

Wednesday. This initiative was originally funded by The Westminster Foundation and The Henry 

Smith Charity we have managed to sustain the service long term by working closely with 

professional providers. This is like a holding net for those who are on the NHS waiting list or those 

who will not tell their Doctor how they are feeling. The referrals come from, Women’s Aid, NHS 

wellbeing co-ordinators, community nurses and many other organisations. The sessions are 

always full but people do drop out. The counsellors have the ability to expedite anyone straight in 

to the NHS if they feel the individual is a danger to themselves or others. 

It is The Debt Advice Network and our core delivery is of course, debt, money and benefit advice. 

We are always on hand in War on Waste T shirts, not debt advice lanyards. People ask either for 

help for themselves or a friend, a family member, or a neighbour. The stigma of debt is removed 

through the medium of food. 

Every Wednesday we offer a free meal and about 200-250 people come each week. It’s not just 

about food, we offer wrap around services in a subtle way using the medium of food to encourage 

people to engage. Our Wednesday Welcome has taken on a life of its own and is the most 

amazing display of community spirit and engagement. Strangers have become friends and the 

general talk around the town has become, don’t worry if you need anything wait till Wednesday 

and “they” will sort it out for you. We’re not perceived as the establishment, the local authority or 

Jobcentre; we’re seen as those nice people who do the food. We have Wellbeing Coordinators 

from all the 17 Doctors practices in Ellesmere Port. They sit at the tables and chat to our guests. 

We have the CWaC “Ready to Switch” team talking about reducing the cost of their utilities 

through a CWaC scheme. We have the Public Health team talking about general health and 

wellbeing, especially to young mums about immunisation. We’ve recently had outbreaks of 

Measles and Scarlet Fever and these very informal chats are essential. We have regular visits from 

an Optician from Chester, Nightingales. They offer free eye tests and free decent glasses for those 

with no fixed abode and rough sleepers who all fall through the net. We had a chap who had had a 

little altercation and dislodged his eye socket. If he hadn’t of seen the optician he would have 

eventually lost his sight.  

We have a practice nurse who will do blood pressure and blood sugars test. We have Macmillan 

calling in to help those suffering from cancer who may not know about all the support services 

available to them and using the Wednesday Welcome as a way of recruiting volunteers. We are 

used by DWP as a test bed for piloting changes in Welfare Reform. DWP commented that our 

Wednesday was the best platform for engagement they had seen. There is so much more 

happening as a result of the Wednesday Welcome, our free meal and food and of course the 

community shop. You can see why it’s crucial to have an open door policy for the community 

shop, people don’t feel singled out. They have a sense of responsibility, self-esteem and pride for 

themselves. They are shoulder to shoulder with everyone else yet dealing with many issues that 

until now have been unresolved. 

Support groups have formed and we have a widows group, a diabetes group and a group of 

people suffering from Cancer who support each other through these very hard times. We 

encourage people with the same or similar conditions to talk to each other. 



Nothing goes to waste and what we don’t use in the shop or for our Wednesday Welcome we 

distribute to Chester City Mission, Chester Aid for the Homeless, Salvation Army, Food Bank, 

ShareShop, St Pauls, Campbell Hall, Church Army, Bunbury House, (that’s a local bail hostel that 

houses 30 ex-offenders), The Lock Project (supported housing for those aged 16-21 and leaving 

care), Creation Centre (a place for mums to go when it’s cold and wet and if they have no money 

there’s a free play area for toddlers.) and WHAG (Women’s Housing Action Group, a refuge) 

We have our first satellite Wednesday Welcome at St Saviours Parish Centre, Great Sutton. This 

will be on a Thursday and in keeping with the theme it will be called Thursday Welcome. The goal 

is to have a Welcome event every day of the week across Ellesmere Port. We of course will 

provide all the food to eat and give away. The condition will be that members of that local 

community run the event. 

 

The chap at the back of Trinity Church has donated his allotment to us. We have raised the funds 

through M&S to replace the glass in the green house, put up a fence and shed and turn an eye 

sore in to a useful plot of land for our community shop to grow some of their own fruit and 

vegetables. The work is being carried out by staff and volunteers, many in recovery. This is a great 

way to keep them occupied and help stop them drop back in to the life destroying habits they are 

trying so hard to get away from.  

We value our volunteers and at present have about 44 volunteers who are either retired, disabled 

or people on benefit who have been mandated to volunteer. We have people with learning 

difficulties who find it hard to find volunteer opportunities. We have recently started a video diary 

featuring the volunteers and have been astounded by their comments we didn’t realise what an 

impact on their general wellbeing volunteering is having. We’ve had one lady say she’s come off 

her anti-depressants, one chap in recovery now eating and feeling alive, another where her doctor 

told her he hadn’t seen her looking this good for years that whatever she was doing she should 

double it because he couldn’t give her a prescription to look so well. The whole thing is just 

fabulous. 

 

Our volunteers at this moment in time fall in to four categories. 

1. Reasonably well set, have usually worked most or all of their lives and have retired with a 

lump sum and pension. They come because they are bored, want to give something back, 

or feel they don’t want the commitment of a paid job but want to work. These are the 

most reliable and have the best work ethic. 

2. Mandated by Jobcentre Plus. This group is split in to two types. Those who don’t want to 

work, don’t want to be here and don’t turn up or last very long. The second type is 

desperate for paid work, are reliable and willing to learn. Many of this type of volunteer 

have achieved paid employment with us. We have created 10 paid jobs in our first year. 

3. Volunteers on ESA or other types of disability benefits. Usually they are on such a high rate 

of benefit that even if they were fit enough to work we could not match the amount they 



get on benefit. Some are unwell, could be physical or mental illness. They could be in 

recovery. They tend to be consumed by the excitement and feeling of being useful at the 

beginning. Sadly the most genuine overdo it and fall ill.  

4. Volunteers with learning difficulties. These people at first don’t know why they are with us 

or what they are meant to do. It’s a big expectation for paid staff and other volunteers to 

cope with people with learning difficulties. Usually the problems are with their carers. Very 

often the carers do not supervise and support the person in their care. They are too busy 

on their mobile phone and sometimes think they can just dump their charge on us and sit 

the time out in our staff room. They are also reluctant to follow our standard hygiene 

requirements of wearing an apron when working behind the counter. They do not lead by 

example and if the carer will not conform we can’t allow the person with special needs to 

volunteer. This has to be made so clear before we take anyone on from this category. 

Many people who fall in to this group never get the opportunity to volunteer because most 

organisations won’t put the effort in to them. 

 

We are always willing to share our experiences, lessons learned, mistakes and funders with 

anyone who is interested in starting something similar in their own area or share in our excess 

food. Please take this as an open invitation to visit us at any time. 

 

Our goals are to reduce fuel and food poverty and social isolation along with fighting the war on 

food waste and reducing the amount of good quality food that goes to landfill. I can confidently 

say we have exceeded all our expectations. 

 

This project is a phenomenal display of people working together for the good of each other and a 

tremendous community spirit prevails. 

 

Rita Lewis  

January 2018 

 

Links: We have many links if you want to see more just let me know. 

           Vicki’s Story: http://jmp.sh/cM6gOo6 

           The Build of The Port Grocery: http://jmp.sh/3Jn9jel 

           Nigel: http://jmp.sh/dvJ4EuZ 
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